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Abstract— Stock Market trading is a very huge business where lots of money is involved. Along with the money so are the risks and the problems. The basic question an investor faces is whether to invest money or not in a specific stock. Currently majority of the transactions which the investor does is based on human feeling and sentiment and a sudden surge of buying and selling takes place. What is lacking is proper guidance and suggestions based on study of data using technology which can help him in doing so. With the help of Prediction and Data Mining Algorithms the project would be implemented. So the project “APPLICATIONS OF DATA MINING TECHNIQUES FOR STOCK MARKET” hopes to provide a prediction about the prices of the stock as accurately as possible. The investor would get a prediction which is based on the study of some data parameters of stock regarding the expected price so he could decide whether to hold, buy or sell the stock. The knowledge gained through this experiment will be used to make intelligent and informed investment decisions in the future.

Index Terms—Data mining, TPWS, Moving Average, Technical Analysis, Stock Market.

I. INTRODUCTION

A stock market or equity market is a public entity (a loose network of economic transactions, not a physical facility or discrete entity) for the trading of company stock (shares) and derivatives at an agreed price; these are securities listed on a stock exchange as well as those only traded privately. The size of the world stock market was estimated at about $36.6 trillion at the beginning of October 2008. The total world derivatives market has been estimated at about $791 trillion face or nominal value, 11 times the size of the entire world economy. The value of the derivatives market, because it is stated in terms of notional values, cannot be directly compared to a stock or a fixed income security, which traditionally refers to an actual value. Also more and more companies are being listed on the stock market. So ultimately this is going to grow.

Thus we can see the amount of money involved is huge and so are the risks involved. Thus analysis becomes a major factor in purchasing the stocks or even in selling them. After all the ultimate aim of the investor is to maximize the profits and face minimum risks. Hence Stock Market Analysis is very important for the Investor.

II. STOCK MARKET ANALYSIS

Let us now see the basic analysis types which are followed

A. Technical vs. Fundamental Analysis

Technical and Fundamental Analysis are as different as the Firm-Foundation Theory is from the Castles-in-the-Air Theory because while Technical Analysis is used by those who support the latter, Fundamental Analysis is used by those who support the former. Technical Analysis consists of the following of charts to predict where the market will go and, “Most chartists believe that the market is only 10 percent logical and 90 percent psychological”. While the Fundamental analysts don’t believe in studying the past or using charts because the, “Fundamental analysts take the opposite tack, believing the market is 90 percent logical and only 10 percent psychological”.

B. Technical Analysis

When analyzing stocks using technical analysis there are two principles that the follower must take into the account. “The first principle of technical analysis is that all information about earnings, dividends, and the future performance of a company is automatically reflected in the company’s past market prices”. “The second principle is that prices tend to move in trends: A stock that is rising tends to keep on rising, whereas a stock at rest tends to remain at rest”. The ability to find and read the charts of a stock and analyze it is paramount to the implementation of the technical analysis of the stock market. Technical analysis concerns the study of charts and followers of this type of stock analysis are known as, chartists, and do not believe in information such as dividends or earnings as the fundamentalist does because they feel that it distracts from the ability to correctly predict what the future of the stock will do. A chart showing the past market prices and the trade volumes of a stock in the past is all the technical analysis would need to analyses where the stock will go in the future. It is important to know that as a stock is rising it is believed that it will keep rising because of the momentum of a stock. Once a stock has an uptrend it will then slightly fall and go up again forming what looks like a shoulder then fall slightly and go up a little higher than the should fall and go up again forming the next shoulder, and then the technical analysis looks for the stock to fall below the line that the valleys have lined up on, called a neckline. If the stock falls below the neckline it will quickly be sold because it will usually result in a downtrend similar to the uptrend occurring before.
C. Data Mining
Data mining is the process of discovering meaningful new correlations, patterns and trends by sifting through large amounts of data stored in repositories, using pattern recognition technologies as well as statistical and mathematical techniques. A process used by companies to turn raw data into useful information. By using software to look for patterns in large batches of data, businesses can learn more about their customers and develop more effective marketing strategies as well as increase sales and decrease costs. Data mining depends on effective data collection and warehousing as well as computer processing. Association Rules would be used in our project. They would help us in making more appropriate selections about the decision to take.

III. EXISTING SYSTEM
The existing system is not that efficient in giving us a good prediction. Although they generated results the results obtained were not accurate. What was lacking is efficiency. Also there were problems with the algorithms used they performed less effectively over very large databases and Failed where Data-set was too large to fit in memory. Drawbacks of traditional clustering algorithms were that results depend on approach used for represent each cluster. Centroid-based approach (using the mean) consider only the cluster centroid. Other approach is all-points (based on d min) use all the points inside him for cluster representation. This choice is extremely sensitive to outliers and to slight changes in the position of data points. As the first approach can’t work well for non-spherical or arbitrary shaped clusters, So there are many problems with the existing system. Thus we can see that problems are being faced by the existing system regarding the prediction process and also the decision giving process. Also efficiency is an issue which needs to be improved. These are some of the problems of the existing system which we would try to improve in our project.

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM
In the Proposed System we are going to implement a system where the input is raw data in terms of the stock prices and other factors related to the stocks. The prices then are processed by the system to give a prediction about the price and what option to exercise i.e. Buy Sell or Hold. Association mining rules are also applied. Association rule mining, one of the most important and well researched techniques of data mining, was introduced first. It aims to extract interesting correlations, frequent patterns, associations or casual structures among sets of items in the transaction databases or other data repositories. At the beginning of our study we selected nine indicators because of their exactness as well as they provide same type of outputs or their results can be interpreted into common output. Our proposed algorithm also provides similar types of output which is Buy, Sell or Hold where buy means the stock price is going to increase and the investor is suggested to buy some shares, sell means the stock price will decrease soon so the investor is suggested to sell his/her shares if it’s in investor’s portfolio and hold means investor is suggested to keep their stock unchanged.
TPWS) / Lowrange * 100 Else Point=Mod (Midrange-TPWS) / midrange * 100 For this study, TPWS point greater than 10 was considered as 10 and negative values are considered as 0. A details pseudo code is given to understand the technique more clearly.

Input: 14 days high, low, close, price and volume traded
Output: Decision signal and point

procedure typical price(high,low,close)
        return (high+low+close)/3

procedure tpw(high[],low[],close[],volume[])
        for each day, i=1 to d1 do
            tp= typical price(high[1],low[1],close[1])
            stoc_d1= tp * volume[] - minimum typical price in d1 period * volume[]
            traded on lowest typical price][maximum high[] in d1 period * volume[]
            traded on maximum high[] - minimum low][in d1 period* volume[] traded on minimum low[]] * 100
        for each day, i=1 to d2 do
            sum_d1=stoc_d1*d1
            stoc_d2= sum_d1/d2
            point=point calculation(stoc_d2)
            if(stoc_d2>highrange) then
                decision= Sell
            else if(stoc_d2<lowrange) then
                decision= Buy
            else
                decision= Hold
        return decision and point

Fig 2. TPWS Algorithm

VI. IMPLEMENTATION

Our System is currently live through an Internet Website. We are currently giving the basic Buy Sell Hold options for some companies and are in the process of trying to improve and add the system functionalities. We are performing tests and doing system testing and trying to improve the efficiency of the system and would achieve the desired results as we expect.
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